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Is this answer helpful?

Open source software is software whose
source code is available for modification or
enhancement by anyone. Source code is
the part of software that most computer
users don't ever see; it's the code computer
programmers can manipulate to change how a piece of software-
a program or application-works.

opensource.com/resources/what-open-source
What is open source software? | Opensource.com

PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Open source
In production and development, open
source as a development model promotes a
universal access via a free license to a
product's design or blueprint, and universal
redistribution of that design or blueprint,
including subsequent improvements to it by
anyone. Before the phrase open source
became widely adopted, developers and
producers used a variety of other terms.
Open source gained hold with the rise of the
Internet, and the attendant need for
massive retooling of the computing source
code. Opening the source code enabled a
self-enhancing diversity of production
models, communication paths, and
interactive communities. The open-source
software movement arose to clarify the
environment that the new copyright,
licensing, domain, and consumer issues
created. Generally, open source refers to a
computer program in which the source code
is available to the general public for use
and/or modification from its original design.
Open-source code is typically a
collaborative effort where programmers
improve upon the source code and share
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improve upon the source code and share
the changes within the community so that
other members can help improve it further.
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Open-source
software
Open-source software is a
type of computer software
whose source code is releâ€¦

Open-source intelligence
Open-source intelligence (OSINT) is
intelligence collected from publicly available
sources. In the intelligence community (IC),
the term "open" refers to â€¦

SourceForge
SourceForge is a Web-based
service that offers software
developers a centralized
online location to control aâ€¦
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What is the difference between open source and free software?



What is open source platform?



What is open source license?



Open Source Definition
Introduction. Open source doesn't just
mean access to the source code. â€¦

Licenses & Standards
About Open Source Licenses. Open â€¦
MIT · GPL · Sorted by Category

About
This is a Chinese Translation of "About
the Open Source Initiative" for the â€¦

Resources
Questions, answers, mailing lists, live
chat and more: Whether you're an â€¦

Licenses by Name
The following licenses have been
approved by the OSI. The â€¦

History
Development based on the sharing and
collaborative improvement of â€¦

Open Source Initiative - Official Site
https://opensource.org
The Open Source Initiative (OSI) is celebrating its 20th Anniversary in 2018. The
â€œopen sourceâ€� label was created at a strategy session held on February 3rd, 1998
in â€¦

See results only from opensource.org

Open Source Enterprise - Login
https://www.opensource.gov
Join the OpenSource.gov community to get access to the latest open source reporting
and analysis. Accounts are available to US federal, state, and local government
employees and contractors.

Open-source model - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source
The open-source model is a decentralized software-development model that encourages
open collaboration. A main principle of open-source software development is peer
production, with products such as source code, blueprints, and documentation freely
available to the public. The open-source movement in software began as a â€¦

History · Economics · Open-source applications · Society and culture

News about Open Source
bing.com/news

Facebook releases Sonar debugging
tool to the open source community
ZDNet · 22h
Facebook has released an internal debugging tool,
Sonar, to the open source community. On Monday,
Emil Sjölander, Facebook software engineer said â€¦

Open Source Software Security Risks and Best Practices
DZone · 12h
DONâ€™T STRESS! Assess your OSS. Get your free code scanner from
Flexera. FlexNet Code Aware scans Java, NuGet, and NPM â€¦

7 open source tools to make literature reviews easy
opensource.com · 21h
Joshua Pearce - Dr. Joshua Pearce is cross appointed as a Professor in
the Materials Science & Engineering and the Electrical & Computer â€¦

SourceForge - Official Site
https://sourceforge.net
Free, secure and fast downloads from the largest Open Source applications and software
directory - SourceForge.net

What is open source software? | Opensource.com
https://opensource.com/resources/what-open-source
Open source commonly refers to software that uses an open development process and
is licensed to include the source code. Find out what open source â€¦

Google Open Source â€“ opensource.google.com
https://opensource.google.com
Everyone Benefits. Google believes that open source is good for everyone. By being
open and freely available, it enables and encourages collaboration and the development
of technology, solving real world problems.

What is Open Source? Webopedia Definition
https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/O/open_source.htm
Open source refers to a program in which the source code is available to the general
public for use and/or modification from its original design free of charge, i.e., open.
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Microsoft + Open Source
https://open.microsoft.com
Open dialogue about openness at Microsoft â€“ open source, standards,
interoperability, and the people and companies who inspire our commitment.

What Is Open Source Software, and Why Does It Matter?
https://www.howtogeek.com/129967/htg-explains-what-is-open-source...
Geeks often describe programs as being â€œopen sourceâ€� or â€œfree software.â€� If
youâ€™re wondering exactly what these terms mean and why they matter, read on. (No,
â€œfree softwareâ€� doesnâ€™t just mean that you can download it for free.)
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